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Turn your mind
to your body
The way you sound and hold yourself influences
how people perceive you. By Sue White.

W<

f hen aiming to create
change at work, it's easy to
be fooled into thinking it's
what you do that counts. But
according to the experts, your
expertise (that is, substance) needs
to be supported by its partner in
crime: style.
"Tone, gestures and the
language you use are becoming
increasingly important for anyone
holding a position of influence. For
those who want to move up, it's
critical," says Rod Matthews, the
author of Change Starts Here
(Impact Publishing).
Given the amount of time we
spend at work, most of us could put
more effort into improving the
"how" of our workplace
communication style.
Getting others onside requires
watching our tone, language and
body language.
"Sixty to 80 per cent of face-toface impact is non-verbal. What
you say doesn't count for much,"
says the best-selling author Allan
Pease, whose recent book, Body
Language in the Workplace, was
published in July.
Tone is the first area where
gender collides. According to Pease,
women operate on five tones, while
men can only identify three, leaving
conversations between the sexes
confusing at best.
"In the workplace, that's
diabolical," he says.
Pease says women talking to
other women all understand that

changes in tone can mean a switch
to a new topic but men (operating
on only three tones) are less able
to multitrack.
"At home, your husband will say
something like, 'Has this
conversation got a point, or am I
supposed to be a mind reader?' At
work, men go along with it but leave
thinking, 'What was she talking
about?'" Pease says.
Moving beyond gender, those
hoping to get others on board will
do well to use the language and
tones of co-operation.
"Use words and phrases like,
'What can I do to help?' and 'Do you
need a hand?'" Matthews says. A
friendly tone with what Matthews
calls light and shade encourages
others to work with you.
"It's more melodic with a variety
of pitch," he says.
Co-operative gestures include
leaning forward, smiling and
looking people in the eye. Of
course, it all needs to be done
within reason. "You don't want to
overuse any of these techniques but
just notice what tools you already
have and what you need to add,"
Matthews says.
While we usually reach
management through learning how
to co-operate or engage others,
once there, effective managers use
an additional set of tools,
particularly when trying to promote
a vision. Many of these techniques
can be broken down and practised
by those feeling aspirational.

Pitch perfect... Rod Matthews says style supports substance. Photo: Marco Del Grande

"Overall, once people reach
management they start to use fewer
gestures," Pease says. "People who
hold superior roles don't raise their
hands above chin level.
"Think about James Bond; he'd
never raise his hands above his
head - he was articulate and
portrayed cool and calm."
To start channelling your own
inner 007, try to use fewer gestures
at work. When you do, Pease
suggests keeping your fingers
together and your hands below the
chin. "Small things like this have a
dramatic impact [on how you are
perceived]," Pease says.
If you want to increase your level
of persuasiveness, the decisive
language of a leader will help.
"There's a time to use flexible
language, which uses words
like couple, few or should,"
Matthews says.
But when you are trying to be
perceived as an effective leader,
decisive words pay off.
"People with deeper voices
are taken more seriously than
higher voices," Pease says, noting
this is obviously a challenge for
women, who have shorter vocal
cords than men.
The solution?
"When you talk, talk slowly; it

gives vocal cords more depth. Put
your head down slightiy rather than
up to encourage this. And start to
talk slower, with pauses. Pauses.
Are. Very. Very. Powerful," Pease
says, laughing.
Matthews agrees that persuasive
people talk slowly and that it's a
mistake to think you need to be
loud to be "heard".
"A persuasive person allows
other people to talk first and, as
they talk, he or she might take notes
to show they are listening," he says.
Rather than jumping in,
persuasive people hang on to their
ideas, distil everyone else's
thoughts into them and sum up
"with a beautiful nugget".
"The corporate world is an
extrovert's paradise. But if everyone
speaks all of the time, the
information is lost," Matthews says.
He calls it the Clint Eastwood
approach. "Speak softly, carry a big
stick. Clint Eastwood-type
characters don't say much, so when
they do it generates a response,"
he says.
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Could your body language do with
a makeover? Tell us at
mycareer.com.au/vote.

